
Dear Paul, 	 2/5/78 
When Lit gets time to do some copying I'll have a few pages from the 1/18 release for you. In time you'd get them but these arc a feu I thought might be of epecial interest. 
One relates to several of dial's former class. The real Kafka! 
These do not represent real or systematic searching. Rather are they from a hasty scanning of a number of Sections in which the Enquirer people found some references to critics. When Lil noticed this she put those Sections aside so I could co over them. 
7.7 chief interests were in records that could be relevant in my FOIL and PA cases. 
I did find a few things. 
The Epstein—Zaebel relationship, according to what Dullee told %over Kriebel had told Dulles, was to have been as collaborators. That is a little different! 
Not expecting it I found a fair amount that is exactly what I said about the curbstone in Ple. 

Unfortunately I was not able to make notes and won't now have time to retrace and make them. We had a power outage a little after daylight. £t lasted until noon. ao I sat, wrapped up, and read and marked the pages I wanted copied. 
I did get started on making a list of the files and sections that are examined here. Ay only purpose is to try to direct future searchers to unread Sections. 
When you are in touch with AIB people if they have kept a record of references to critics by file and section, or Serial, I'd like to be able to go over those Sections for Jim as soon as possible. 

Big stories coming from Lane out there. You'll know before this can reach you. 
Ay own view is that after all these years, maybe so. There has to be a first. 
Has to do with new ally, former FBI man; new information; Rause assassins firings. 
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Sincerely, 


